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This CSU transferable Intermediate Literary Magazine
course advances students' understanding of the elements of
the craft and critical thinking involved in reading, writing,
and editing, and it teaches the students to apply these skills
to the real world practice of publishing. Students are given
editorial positions and semester-long projects, and they
learn how to manage submissions and coordinate with other
departments to produce a professional level magazine. The
class provides an opportunity to pursue internships and
explore careers in editing, proofreading, advertising, and
project management. The class can also be applied toward a
possible major or minor in creative writing. Since the Bay
Area is well known for its diverse literary communities,
this class also helps students connect with this network.
Optional
Letter, PassINo Pass
o

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
The class teaches students intermediate to advanced editorial and project management skills
involved in publishing a literary magazine, from managing submissions and reading groups to
coordinating with the Graphics Arts Department on design and layout, to promoting the
magazine.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Analyze and critically discuss submissions at an intermediate literary level.
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B. Analyze college and professional-level literary magazines for editorial and stylistic issues
and cultural contexts.

C. Integrate advanced rules of editorial stylistics for consistency in punctuation, grammar,
and usage as well as for substantive writing issues.

D. Demonstrate senior editor skills in managing submissions and coordinating reading
groups in order to produce a professional quality literary magazine.

V. CONTENT
A. Reading Skills

1. Intermediate close reading, analysis, and interpretation of submissions, often with a
specialization in one genre

a. Elements of craft: fiction and creative nonfiction
1. Plot
2. Characterization
3. Setting
4. Point of View
5. Theme
6. Dramatizing (in scene) vs. narrating

b. Elements of craft: poetry
1. Situation (dramatic)
2. Imagery
3. Theme
4. Diction
5. Syntax
6. Rhythm

c. Elements of art
1. Line
2. Shape
3. Color
4. Value
5. Texture

d. Elements of design
1. Rhythm
2. Movement
3. Balance
4. Proportion
5. Variety
6. Emphasis

2. Intermediate analysis of print and online magazines
1. Editorial policies
2. Artistic movements
3. Intersection of historic events and literature
4. Relevance for target communities

B. Writing Skills
1. Critique

a. Strategic choice of evidence for analysis
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~
( b. Elaborating on specific criteria for evaluation

2. More advanced techniques for copy editing:
a. Proofreading techniques and symbols beyond the basic
b. Punctuation and general grammar rules, including stylistic usage

3. Intermediate to advanced expository strategies in writing articles and interviews:
a. Issues of audience and relevance
b. Logical development and organization of paragraphs

c. Literary Magazine Production
1. Editorial policies

a. Aesthetic criteria
b. Design and layout
c. Submissions policies and management

2. Management of reading groups and junior editors
a. Modeling of critical discussion
b. Tracking submission
c. Setting goals and assigning tasks

3. Organizing and directing relationships with literary communities
a. Readings
b. Fundraisers and other promotional activities
c. Author panels

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class assignments
a. Writing assignments

1. Weekly reflection journals to record senior editorial tasks completed towards
producing and promoting the magazine, improving internal procedures, and to
exploring thematic issues relevant to literary magazines

2. Submission logs tracking the receipt, assignment, and response to submissions
3. Editing the magazine's blog and commenting on social media posts
4. Submission, acceptance, and rejection letters

b. Group discussion
1. Leading small group discussions on the elements of craft in works from

previously published editions of the magazine
2. Directing genre and task group evaluations of submissions
3. Managing timelines, deadlines, current progress and priorities with regards to

production; delegation and definition of responsibilities
c. Reading Assignments

1. Guiding groups in reading submissions aloud, especially poetry and drama
2. Presenting reports and guiding groups in reading for editorial and stylistic

issues from a wide variety of magazines and journals
3. Leading group in reading non-fiction pieces that deal with literary

communities
d. Organizing trips to readings, performances, and events on and off-campus, such

as a poetry reading at UC Berkeley's Lunchtime Reading Series
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2. Out-of-class assignments
a. Evaluating submissions to serve as models and guiding groups in their own

evaluations in applying the role of a senior editor
b. Annotation of submissions focused on aesthetic and literary qualities
c. Critiquing pieces in formal short papers using advanced elements of craft terms as

well as art and design terms
d. Reading published short stories, poems and non-fiction pieces that demonstrate

elements of craft and employ various lengths and styles, such as "Cathedral" by
Raymond Carver and "The Golden Shovel" by Terrance Hayes

e. Planning and coordinating events and promotional activities (on- and off-campus)
f. Writing articles or interviews of authors, artists, and editors from the Bay Area

community for possible inclusion in the print magazine or blog
g. Reading expository material about the practices and craft of publishing magazine
h. Assembling a final portfolio of critiques, articles or interviews, and proofreading

and substantive editing samples
B. Evaluation

1. Completion of all in and out-of-class assignments, as described above
2. Final portfolio with a cover letter introducing the student's professional level

accomplishments with evidence of the following:
a. Management of group discussions of readings
b. Evaluation and editing of original works from group members
c. Submitting more involved interviews or articles for possible publication.
d. Engagement in and fulfillment of workshop duties, including preparation of

written critiques
e. Evidence of experience organizing community readings or performances
f. A final metacognitive evaluation of the literary magazine with a focus on the

editorial choices and procedures that went into it; students should demonstrate
intermediate skills in critiquing editorial choices and procedures and in assessing
how effectively the magazine reaches its target audience.

C. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials
1. Literary journals, such as:

a. Burmeister-Brown. Susan and Linda Burmeister Davies, eds. Glimmer Train
Stories. Portland: Glimmer Train Press Inc. 2013.

b. Eggers. Dave. ed. McSweeney's Quarterly Concern. San Francisco: McSweeney's.
2013.

c. Norman, Howard and Jane Shore, eds. Ploughshares. Boston: Emerson College.
2013.

d. Junker, Howard. ed. Zyzzyva. San Francisco: Zyzzyva Inc. 2013.
2. Instructor-generated materials related to cultural contexts, publication policies, and

editorial practices.

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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